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Step One 

Remove Platter Gently and slowly the bearing creates a vacuum that must be gently overcome. All TTW 

turntables use the same Oilite bearing, shown is the Momentus Bearing. 

 Fill Bearing with the clear Pure Mineral Spirits 

 Clean Excess from any surfaces 

 Let stand for 30 minutes 

 The bearing is porous and the cleaning spirits 

will soak in to the bearing pores 

Step Two 

 Using the pin supplied gently push it into the 

bearing, it may help to remove some of the 

spirits to start the pin. Be gentle to not damage 

the bearing there is only a few thousands of an 

inch clearance 

 SLOWLY press the pin in to the bearing and the 

spirits will be pushed out of the bearing through 

the bearing pores, flushing the old oil out of the bearing 

 Note: If this is the first flushing repeat 3 times, if done once per year 

just one flush will be required 

 Remove pin and wipe clean 

 To remove thrust ball turn plinth upside down and it will fall out, don’t 

lose it. TIP! Place a towel underneath to stop it rolling away 

Step Three 

Fill bearing with Oil provided, this pure synthetic oil 

less dirt build up and higher lubricity  

SLOWLY press the pin in to the bearing and the oil 

will be pushed out of the bearing through the 

bearing pores, you may see bubbles and this will 

flush the spirits out of the bearing pores 

Repeat 2 times, if done once per year just one flush 

will be required 

Remove pin and wipe clean 
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Step Four 

Replace thrust ball simply drop it in the bearing hole and it should align to the center 

in the machined recess at the bottom of the bearing hole.  

Single point GEM bearings this step not required 

Final Oiling - Add 15 drops approximately 3-5 ML with the small measuring bottle 

provided 

Replace platter and do not use the turntable for 12 hours there will be air in the 

bearing and it needs to be forced out by the bearing shaft and platter weight. 

Repeat procedure ANNUALLY for long life and better sound! 
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